
 

 

 

 

Case Study: Tots Bots 
Tots Bots is a Scottish textile company who make washable nappies for babies. The 
company was set up 16 years ago by couple Fiona and Magnus after the birth of their second 
baby. Both felt very passionately about protecting the environment and didn’t want to spend a 
fortune and send thousands of disposable nappies into landfill where they can take up to 500 
years to decompose. The products the company make combine the latest textile innovations 
with bold colourful designs for the most stylish bottoms! Today in Queenslie, Glasgow, a team 
of 60 including pattern cutters, sewing machinists, warehouse, design, marketing and 
administration staff produce Tots Bots nappies to sell across the world, from the UK to as 
far away as Australia. 

A baby uses approximately 4,000 nappies from birth until they are toilet trained! 

Performance Wear 

Tots Bots washable nappies are the ultimate performance wear product. We usually think of 

adventurers climbing mountains in extreme weather conditions when we think of performance 

wear, but Tots Bots products need to be absorbent (soak up liquid), waterproof, wick 

moisture (take liquid away quickly) from baby’s sensitive skin, look great, survive regular 

washing at 60°C, and be easy to use on wriggly babies!  
 

Innovation 

Tots Bots were the first nappy company to use bamboo material in 2003. Bamboo fibre is 

softer and absorbs moisture 60% faster than cotton. Bamboo is more sustainable than cotton 

as it uses less water to grow, and no chemicals are used in farming as it is resistant to disease 

and grows very quickly. The traditional giant safety pin has also been replaced by hook and 

loop fastening, and poppers are used to adjust the nappy fit as baby grows. 
 

Engineering 

Each nappy is made from both natural, manmade and synthetic fabrics. Soft bamboo 

towelling from Italy and Turkey is used to make the inner core. Towelling has looped threads 

that provide a larger surface area for absorbing moisture, whilst being quicker drying than 

layered flat materials. It can be warp knitted, which produces a stable/non-stretchy material - 

like woven towels but more durable, or weft knitted to produce a stretchy fabric that allows 

more movement. A polyester microfibre towelling is also used in the core. This material is 

made from super fine yarn with a very high filament count. This gives the material a huge 

surface area to trap liquid, subsequently giving it an extremely high absorbent capacity. The 

nature of the material is such that although it can take on high levels of liquid it also releases it 

much faster than cotton, making it super quick drying. The outer wrapper is knitted polyester, 

digitally printed with a range of designs. A DWR (durable water repellent) coating is applied 

to the outer wrapper fabric to make it hydrophobic (water-resistant) to prevent leaks. The 

technical design of the nappies is constantly evolving, Magnus researches the latest materials 

that are developed, sometimes working with suppliers to develop materials specially for Tots 

Bots.  
 

Design 

One of the ways Tots Bots sells more products than other companies is by creating new 

designs twice a year to be digitally printed on the nappies. Fiona manages this part of the 

business, working with the world’s best print designers to create unique Tots Bots patterns, 

including a recent collaboration with British designer Joules. Each product is also given a 

creative name, for example: Peenut Wrap, Bamboozle Stretch or Teenyfit Star. 
 

Describing what a career in a textiles company like Tots Bots offers, Magnus comments: ‘You 

get to make things, and make a positive impact on the environment. Sewing is a complex skill 

and being good at it takes time, but it is a skill you can take home with you.’  
 

There are many different jobs in textiles, leather & fashion in Scotland, and each person’s 

skills are important to create the final luxury or high quality technical product. Visit 

www.textileskills.com to find out more about careers in textiles and the skills you could learn. 

Visit www.totsbots.com to learn more about the company. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Laying out pattern 
 

 
Rolls of digitally printed fabric 
 

 
Cutting out parts of nappies 
 

 
Bamboo material 
 

 
Adding poppers 
 

 
Waterproof layer in nappy 
 

 
Finished nappies 
 

http://www.textileskills.com/transition-to-work
http://www.totsbots.com/

